Sole Administrator: BLM
Beaver Creek Unit (BCU)
Operator: Marathon Oil Company
Unit Effective Date: June 28, 1967

Important: the status of each well is displayed at the bottom hole location, NOT at the wellhead location. Also, if there are duplicate well names, assume the first string has been plugged and abandoned.

Legend

Bottom Hole Location
General Well Status
- Producing Gas
- Producing Gas/Shut-in Combo
- Gas Shut-in
- Producing Oil
- Drilling Shut-in
- Water Disposal
- Plugged/Abandoned

Well Head Location
- BCU Sterling PA
- BCU Beluga PA
- BCU Tyonek/Hemlock PA
- BCU Boundary Outline

The BLM holds no responsibility to the accuracy of the data displayed on this map. Last updated 3/08/2007.